GMOs: a useful tool for fighting famine
or a “virtual” object?

The rationale behind the application of “genetic engineering” to
domesticated plants and animals has been the same of the “green
revolution”.
In that case the basic aim of breeding had been to obtain “optimal”
plants and animals to be cultivated and bred throughout the whole
world irrespective of different environmental , social, economic
conditions of the contexts.
Plant breeders were taught to choose the characters known to be
relevant for production on the basis of extant knowledge, to assemble
them designing a theoretically optimal future variety (“Donald’s
ideotype” from the name of a breeder) and to proceed with selection
obtaining the putatively best possible cultivated variety ( cultivar) to
be utilised everywhere in the world.
Optimization meant therefore homogenization and destruction extant
“non-optimal” genetic variability. Assemblage was carried out in the
belief that all characters were independent meaning by that that the
change in one direction of one character would not interfere with the
others. Almost no attention was given to the possible negative
interactions with the different contexts on the basis of the idea that
plants and animals could be grown in all conditions provided that
sufficient inputs of chemistry ( fertilisers, pesticides etc.) and energy
could be artificially added to the agro-ecosystem.

The green revolution released a vast number of new varieties and breeds and
certainly increased global food production but only in the industrialised world,
parts of Asia and Latin America. Africa was left behind and globally the
number of undernourished people decreased only until 1995 increasing again
later. Now we are getting closer to 900 million people. Rising productive costs
deriving from loss of natural resources the dependence of all agricultures pf
the world frm subsidies.

Genetic variability is
the most important
tool for the mitigation
of climate change
effects through
selection of stress
resistant plants. Most
reserves of genetic
variability on the farm
( in situ) are in areas
of subsistence
agriculture, challenged
by conversion into
industrial agriculture
and biofuel
production.
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1. Last century more than 7000 apple varieties were cultivated in
USA, 6000 of which are now extinct. Nowadays more than 50%
of apples comes from two cultivars.
2 Few decades ago indian farmers were growing some 50000 rice
cultivars, now a few dozens
3 In Philippines once upon a time some 4000 rice cultivars were
grown. Now only two varieties green revolution derived varieties
cover 98% of overall production
• Indonesia has witnessed the extinction of some 1,500 local rice
varieties in the last two decades.
• In Mexico, there used to be hundreds of varieties of corn. Only
20% of maize varieties reported in 1930 are still grown.
• In China, 10,000 wheat varieties were cultivated in 1949 but in
only twenty years the number dropped to 1,000.
According to the FAO, 75% of the overall genetic diversity in
agriculture has been lost in the last century—a tragic loss of
biodiversity, and indeed an environmental catastrophe.

Some effects of the intensification of wheat cultivation leading to
increases in production costs in industrial agriculture, destruction of
soil and its microbial communities, high water consumption etc.

Genetic engineering is the translation of the “optimisation” paradigma
into molecular terms. According to the ideology of the “central dogma”
of Molecular Biology histories of organisms are pre-determined by
genes seen as independent entities just as the components of a
machine. On this ground genetic engineers thought that single genes
from one genome could be transferred from one specie to another
without any unintended effect thus accelerating and rendering more
efficient the construction of Donald’s ideotype.

Confronted with the reality of facts, however, the success of genetic
engineering success has been so far much lower than that of the green
revolution.
The first transgenic plant ( tobacco) was produced in 1983 and a few years
later Bt genes for resistance to insects and others for resistance to
herbicides were introduced into crops. The first plant to enter the market
was the Tomato Flavr Savr, resistant to rotting, in 1994, but it was very
soon withdrawn. In 1996 both insect resistant maize and RR soybean were
introduced. Since then no other character has been introduced with
commercial success in plants. Nowadays only four cultivated crop plants
still bearing those two modifications are available in the market and only
four species have been widely commercialised ( soybean, maize, cotton,
canola). Nothing to be compared therefore to the production of thousands
and thousands cultivars modified with “traditional methods” in all sorts of
characters during the green revolution. This notwithstanding large areas in
the world are cultivated with GMPs substituting local genetic variability. In
2007 114 M.ha have been cultivated with GMOs in 23 Countries of the
world, more than 90% of which being grown in three of them , namely USA,
Brasil, Argentina.
Moreover no transgenic animal for food production has ever been
released in the market.

GMO cultivated areas per crop plant (M.has)

Cultivated area by crop in M.ha
Cultivation per trait (million hectares)

Maize production per hectar in USA has been increasing with the same
pace in the non-GMO and in the GMO eras ( data by USDA-NAS)

The same data as in Fig 1 presented by Syngenta, one of the leading
companies in the field showing a non existent “jump” in production since the
introduction of GMOs in 1996.

The reason for the very poor performance of present
genetic engineering is the presence of “unintended effects”
of the transformation, due to negative interactions of the
inserted genetic construct with the pre-existing host plant
organisation. Such negative interactions are in the first
place harmful for the host animal or plant and
consequently for their productive value
In the ideology of genetic engineering the host organism is
considered to be completely passive but this is true only
for machines and not for living systems.
The plant reacts to the introduction of a transgene by rearranging the DNA, regulating or blocking the expression
of the gene, changing the metabolism because of the
interactions with it and so does the agro-ecosystem with
the GMP.

Epigenetic mechanisms are the main cause of the
unpredictable fate of inserted transgenes and of
their effects on plants and animals.
The causes of so-called “unintended effects” are:
-- quasi-random location of inserted genes
-- loosening of developmental constraints during in
vitro culture
-- “active” re-arrangements and expression regulation
by host organisms
-- Un-predictable interactions with host metabolic
networks
-- Interaction of the GMO with environment
-- Effects on health of humans and animals

Relationship between transgene copy number and gene expression in
Brassica napus

The plant reacts to the unwanted insertion of more copies
of the same sequence by blocking both the pre-existent
and the integrated ones through DNA methylation

The original construct (a) and nine different re-arrenged sequences
found in a single transformed oat line

T25 maize - LibertylinkTM (Bayer)
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DNA rearrangement: presence of a second truncated and rearranged P35S on the 5’ end.

(Presence of
cloning vector +
the 5 first bp of bla
on the 3’ end )

Insertion site: the 5’ and 3’ ends of the insert show homologies with Huck retrotransposons.
(Collonnier et al. (2003) Eur. Food Res. Tech. (submitted))

Mon810 maize- YieldGardTM (Monsanto)
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DNA rearrangement: deletion of T-nos in the insert (but Tnos detected in the genome) and deletion of a part of
CryIA(b).
Insertion site: the 5’ end of the insert shows homology with LTR sequences of the Z. mays alpha Zein gene cluster.
No homology between LTR sequences and the 3’ end: rearrangement of the integration site.
(Hernandez et al. (2003) Transgenic Res. 12: 179-189; Holck et al. (2002) Eur. Food Res. Tech. 214: 449-453)

GTS 40-3-2 soybean (Monsanto)
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DNA rearrangement: on the 3’end of the insert, presence of a 245bp sequence homologous to CP4 EPSPS and a
534 bp
unknow
n
sequenc
e.
Insertion site: the two junction fragments share no homology: some DNA rearrangements or a large target site
deletion
on the
5’ end
Bt176 maize (Syngenta)
of the
insert.
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DNA rearrangement: 3 rearranged fragments detected. The first of 118 bp is homologous to P35S and T35S. The second
contains a fragment of P35S and an unknown sequence of 215 bp, the third contains P35S and the bla gene
(deletion of T35S).
Insertion site: at least 3 integration sites for construct 2

Unintended modifications of MON 810 maize
a)Loss of two fragments of the Bt ( insect resistance)
b)Insertion of the construct in a relevant gene

c)Significant changes in the metabolic structure

Trypsin produced by maize plants transformed with the bovine gene
produce a glycosilated protein not present in the animal. It should be
noted that a glycosilated protein from another transgenic maize has
been shown to be harmful to mice .

Transformation of N.langsdorffii plants with a construct
containing a rat gluco-corticoid receptor theoretically not
interacting with the Nicotiana regulatory system through

Agrobacterium tumefaciens
Three transformed lines showed different unintended effects at the
DNA level , namely:
-re-arrangements both at the LB and RB
-Insertion of more than one direct and inverted construct copies in an
insertion hotspot
-Insertion of “filling” DNA
-Sequence deletions
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A randomised analysis carried out with the AFLP technique clearly
distinguished between wild type and control plants suggesting a
number of changes at the DNA level
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Differences in transcription levels between Nicotiana langsdorffii
lines transgenic for the rat gluco-corticoid receptor as an example of
copy number related variations
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N.lansgdorffii wild type compared with three lines from the same transformation
event with the rat glucocorticoid receptor gene supposedly not interfering with
Nicotiana hormonal metabolism. Self-fertilisation of transgenic plants led to
increased sterility, and reduction of plant vitality-

In Argentina, after 1996 the soybeans surface increased
abruptly after the introduction of Roundup Ready.

Again in Argentina, the increase in the soybean area determined a
corresponding decrease of rice , maize, wheat, potato and millet production.
Moreover argentinian and brasilian soybeans are mostly exported for animal
nutrition in industrialized countries. It should also be noted that out of the
four GMO cultivated crops, only maize is really relevant in some areas of the
world for human nutrition while cotton is only used in the textlle industry.

All this happens while climate change will be further reducing
food production

Are GMO’s a virtual product?
As we have seen genetic engineering from a scientific and
applied point of view is a technological failure and will by
no means help fighting famine and the climate change.
However GMOs increase money circulation in a virtual way ,
that is through the collection by the large multinational
companies of royalties and gains in stock exchange
whenever a new product is advertised with a scoop or a
new country allows GMP cultivation. This is obtained
through economical and political control of the markets and
forced introduction of useless GMOs within the frame of
the rules of global virtual economy where only one sixtieth
of money circulation is covered by exchange of matter

Control of the transgenic market

Apparently with the aim of protecting and utilising crop biodiversity
two mega-initiatives are on the way: Generation Challenge
programme and Global Crop Diversity Trust
The Generation Challenge Programme has
five subprogrammes that span the spectrum
of research in germplasm, genomics,
bioinformatics and molecular breeding for
agricultural development:
•Subprogramme 1Global Genetic
Resources
•Subprogramme 2: Comparative
Genomics for Gene Discovery
•Subprogramme3: Trait Capture for
Crop Improvement
•Subprogramme 4: Bioinformatics and
Crop Information Systems
•Subprogramme 5: Capacity-Building
and Enabling Delivery

Partners of the Generation Challenge Programme are
Novartis,Shisheido, Monsanto, Nonza

Global crop diversity trust
Our mission is to ensure the conservation and availability of crop diversity for
food security worldwide. The fight against hunger is one of the greatest challenges
facing the world over the coming decades. Crop diversity is fundamental to defeating
hunger and achieving food security. But it is at serious risk.
An increasingly unpredictable and changing climate, and a world population expected
to reach 9 billion by 2050, will place unprecedented demands on agriculture.
Conserving the vast diversity of crop varieties is the only way to guarantee that farmers
and plant breeders will have the raw materials needed to improve and adapt their crops
to meet these challenges - and provide food for us into the future.

Partners of the Global diversity Trust are Dupont/Pioneer,
Syngenta , Syngenta Foundation

The proposing laboratories
-- Department of evolutionary Biology , Florence Italy ( M.Buiatti)
( molecular biological analyses at the DNA and transcription levels)
-- Geobotanical Institute, ETH, Zurich, Switzerland ( A.Hilbeck)
( effects of GMOs on non target organisms, biochemical analyses)
-- CRII-GEN, Caen, France ( G.E.Séralini)– (nutritional physiological and
toxicological analyses)
-- Genok, Centre for Biosafety, Tromso, Norway) ( David Quist)
Analysis of gene flow and ecological effects, molecular Biology and proteome
analyses)
-- Agricultural Plant Biology Department, Pisa Italy ( M.Giovannetti) (GMO
effect on soil microbial ecosystems ( fungi mycorrhizae )
--Dept. Of nutritional and microbiological science and technology, University of
Milan ( Italy)-( C.Sorlini) (GMO effects on soil microbial ecosystems
( bacteria) )
-- Institute of Development and Agricultural economics, Leibniz University,
Germany ( H.Waibel) – (ecological economics of GMOs release)
-- Dept. Agronomy and agro-ecosystem management, Pisa Italy ( G.Brunori) –
(agricultural economics)

